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DENOMINATORS OF CLUSTER VARIABLES
ASLAK BAKKE BUAN, ROBERT J. MARSH, AND IDUN REITEN
Abstract. Associated to any acyclic cluster algebra is a corresponding tri-
angulated category known as the cluster category. It is known that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between cluster variables in the cluster algebra
and exceptional indecomposable objects in the cluster category inducing a
correspondence between clusters and cluster-tilting objects.
Fix a cluster-tilting object T and a corresponding initial cluster. By the
Laurent phenomenon, every cluster variable can be written as a Laurent poly-
nomial in the initial cluster. We give conditions on T equivalent to the fact
that the denominator in the reduced form for every cluster variable in the clus-
ter algebra has exponents given by the dimension vector of the corresponding
module over the endomorphism algebra of T .
Introduction
Cluster algebras were introduced by Fomin-Zelevinsky [FZ1], and have been
influential in many settings including algebraic combinatorics, Lie theory, Poisson
geometry, Teichmu¨ller theory, total positivity and quiver representations.
The first link to quiver representations and tilting theory for algebras was given in
[MRZ]. Cluster categories were defined in [BMRRT], giving a categorical model for
cluster combinatorics. For type A, an independent approach was given in [CCS1].
A cluster algebra is in essence a commutative ring with a distinguished countable
family of generators, called cluster variables. The cluster variables can be grouped
into overlapping sets of equal finite size n, called clusters. Any given cluster vari-
able can be uniquely expressed as a rational function in the elements of a fixed
initial cluster. By the Laurent phenomenon, [FZ1, 3.1], these rational functions are
actually Laurent polynomials with integer coefficients.
Corresponding to each cluster there is a quiver Q, with n vertices. The cluster
algebra is said to be acyclic if it admits a cluster for which the corresponding quiver
Q has no oriented cycles. In this case there is a corresponding finite dimensional
hereditary algebra, the path algebra of kQ (for some field k) giving rise to a cluster
category.
In [BMRT] a surjective map α from the cluster variables of an acyclic cluster
algebra to the exceptional indecomposable objects in the corresponding cluster
category was given. In [CK2] a map was defined in the opposite direction, and it
was shown that this map is a bijection with α as inverse (see also [BCKMRT]).
Our exposition is made in such a way that it is easy to see where the fact that α is
a bijection is used.
An interesting property of the map α from [BMRT] is the following. Choose a
cluster whose corresponding quiver is acyclic. If a cluster variable (not from this
cluster) is expressed as a Laurent polynomial in the cluster variables from this
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cluster there is a natural interpretation of the monomial in the denominator in
terms of the composition factors of its image under α (regarded as a kQ-module).
This generalized earlier results in this direction [FZ2, CCS2, CK1, RT].
It is interesting to ask whether for an arbitrary choice of initial cluster it is
possible to interpret the monomial in the denominator of a cluster variable in terms
of the composition factors of the module (over an appropriate cluster-tilted algebra)
corresponding to the image of the cluster variable under α. The cluster-tilted
algebra involved should be the endomorphism algebra of the cluster-tilting object
τT obtained by forming the direct sum of the images of the fixed initial cluster
under α. We remark that such an interpretation has been found in the Dynkin case
in [CCS2, RT].
In this paper we give a precise answer to this question for the general case by
giving necessary and sufficient conditions on the cluster-tilting object T for this to
hold. For a given acyclic cluster algebra, these conditions hold for all cluster-tilting
objects T in the corresponding cluster category if and only if the algebra is of finite
cluster type or of rank 2. In the tame case we show that a cluster-tilting object
T satisfies the conditions if and only if no indecomposable regular summand of T
has quasilength exactly one less than the rank of the tube in which it lies, and that
this is equivalent to EndC(Ti) ≃ k for each indecomposable summand of T . In fact
this last condition is necessary for any path algebra kQ, and we conjecture that it
is also sufficient in general.
We would like to thank Otto Kerner for answering several questions on wild
algebras, and especially for assisting us with the proof of Proposition 2.6.
1. Background and Main results
Let Q be a finite connected acyclic quiver and k an algebraically closed field.
Let H = kQ be the corresponding (finite dimensional) path algebra and Db(kQ)
the bounded derived category of finite dimensional kQ-modules. It has autoequiva-
lences τ (the Auslander-Reiten translate) and [1] (the shift). Let C = Db(kQ)/τ−1[1]
be the corresponding cluster category. We shall regard modules over kQ as objects
of C (via the natural embedding of the module category over kQ in Db(kQ)). For i a
vertex of Q let Pi denote the corresponding indecomposable projective kQ-module.
Let A = A(Q) ⊆ F = Q(x1, x2, . . . , xn) be the (acyclic, coefficient-free) cluster
algebra defined using the initial seed (x, Q), where x is the transcendence basis
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} of F.
For an object M of C, let cM =
∏n
i=1 x
dimHomC(Pi,M)
i . For a polynomial f =
f(z1, z2, . . . , zn), we say that f satisfies the positivity condition if f(ei) > 0 where
ei = (1, . . . , 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1) (with a 0 in the ith position) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. This
condition was crucial in the investigations in [BMRT], and also plays an essential
role here.
We first recall the following results.
Theorem 1.1. [BMRT, 2.2] Every cluster variable of A is either of the form f/cM
(for some exceptional kQ-module M) or of the form fxi for some i, where in either
case f = f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) satisfies the positivity condition. Every indecomposable
exceptional kQ-module arises in this way, and if M and M ′ are two such modules
satisfying cM = cM ′ then M ≃M
′.
A map α is then defined from cluster variables of A to (isomorphism classes of)
exceptional indecomposable objects of C in the following way. If f/cM is a cluster
variable for some exceptional indecomposable kQ-module M then α(f/cM ) = M .
If fxi is a cluster variable then α(fxi) = Pi[1].
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Recall that a tilting seed for A is a pair (T,Q′) where T is a cluster-tilting object
of C and Q′ is the quiver of EndC(T )
op.
Theorem 1.2. [BMRT, 2.3] The map
α : {cluster variables of A(Q)} → {indecomposable exceptional objects in C}
is surjective. It induces a surjective map α¯ : {clusters} → {cluster-tilting objects},
and a surjective map α˜ : {seeds} → {tilting seeds}, preserving quivers.
We also have the following result of [CK1], see also [BCKMRT].
Theorem 1.3. There is a bijection β :M → XM from indecomposable exceptional
objects of C to cluster variables of A such that for any indecomposable exceptional
kQ-module M , we have XM = f/cM as an irreducible fraction of integral polyno-
mials in the xi.
In particular α is an inverse of β and for the cluster variables fxi considered in
Theorem 1.1, we can only have f = 1.
Let Γ be a quiver mutation-equivalent to Q. Then there is a seed (y,Γ) of A,
where y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} is a transcendence basis of F. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n let
Ti = τ
−1α(yi) so that we have α(yi) = τTi. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that
∐ni=1τTi is a cluster-tilting object in C and that the quiver of its endomorphism
algebra in C is Γ. Hence the same holds for T = ∐ni=1Ti.
We can ask whether results analogous to the above hold for cluster variables
when they are expressed in terms of the initial cluster {y1, y2, . . . , yn}. For M an
object in C, let tM =
∏n
i=1 y
dimHomC(Ti,M)
i .
An interesting open question is whether tM (or, equivalently, the dimensions
of the spaces HomC(Ti,M) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n) determines M uniquely. This is
true if T = kQ is the direct sum of the non-isomorphic indecomposable projective
modules but is not known in general. In particular, this means that an approach
following [BMRT] exactly in this more general context is not possible.
Definition 1.4. Let x be a cluster variable of A. We say that x expressed in terms
of the cluster y has a T -denominator if either:
(I) We have that α(x) = M for some exceptional indecomposable object M of C not
isomorphic to τTi for any i, and x = f/tM , or
(II) We have that α(x) = τTi for some i and x = fyi.
In either case, f is a polynomial in the yi satisfying the positivity condition.
Our first main result is the following:
Theorem 1.5. Let Q be a finite quiver with no oriented cycles, and let k be an
algebraically closed field. Let C be the cluster category associated to kQ, and let
T = ∐ni=1Ti be a cluster-tilting object in C. Let A = A(Q) be the cluster algebra
associated to Q. Then:
(a) If no indecomposable direct summand of T is regular then every cluster
variable of A has a T -denominator.
(b) If every cluster variable of A has a T -denominator, then EndC(Ti) ≃ k for
all i.
We note that, as in Theorem 1.1, the bijectivity of α can be used to show that
in case (II) of Definition 1.4, only f = 1 occurs. The proof of Theorem 1.5 will be
completed at the end of Section 4. In the special case where kQ is a tame algebra,
we have the following:
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that we are in the situation of Theorem 1.5 and that, in
addition, kQ is a tame algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
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(a) Every cluster variable of A has a T -denominator.
(b) No regular summand Ti of quasi-length r − 1 lies in a tube of rank r.
(c) For all i, EndC(Ti) ≃ k.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 will be completed at the end of Section 6. As a
consequence of our main results, we have in the general case:
Corollary 1.7. Let Q be a finite quiver with no oriented cycles. Let C be the
cluster category associated to kQ. Let A = A(Q) be the cluster algebra associated
to Q. Then every cluster variable of A has a T -denominator for every cluster-tilting
object T if and only if Q is Dynkin or has exactly two vertices.
The proof of Corollary 1.7 will be completed at the end of Section 4.
2. Conditions on a cluster-tilting object
In this section we consider certain conditions on a cluster-tilting object which are
equivalent to all cluster variables in A having a T -denominator. Fix an almost com-
plete (basic) cluster-tilting object T
′
in C. Let M,M∗ be the two complements of
T
′
, so that T ′ = T
′
∐M and T ′′ = T
′
∐M∗ are cluster-tilting objects (see [BMRRT,
5.1]). Let
(1) M∗
f
→ B
g
→M
h
→
(2) M
f ′
→ B′
g′
→M∗
h′
→
be the exchange triangles corresponding to M and M∗ (see [BMRRT, §6]), so
that B → M is a minimal right add(T
′
)-approximation of M in C and B′ → M∗
is a minimal right add(T
′
)-approximation of M∗ in C. The following definition
appears to be important for understanding the link between representation theory
and denominators of cluster variables:
Definition 2.1. Let N be an exceptional indecomposable object of C. We say that
N is compatible with an exchange pair (M,M∗) if the following holds whenever
M 6≃ τN 6≃M∗:
dimHomC(N,M) + dimHomC(N,M
∗)
= max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′))
If N is compatible with every exchange pair (M,M∗) in C we call N exchange
compatible.
We will investigate when this condition is satisfied. Note that the case when M ≃
τN or M∗ ≃ τN is covered by the following.
Lemma 2.2. Let N be an exceptional indecomposable object of C and suppose that
M ≃ τN or M∗ ≃ τN . Then we have that
dimHomC(N,M) + dimHomC(N,M
∗) =
max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′)) + 1
Proof. Assume that M∗ ≃ τN (the other case is similar). Then there are exchange
triangles M → B → τN → and τN → B′ →M →. We have that HomC(N,M) ≃
DExt1C(M, τN). This space is one-dimensional, since (M, τN) is an exchange pair
(by [BMRRT, 7.5]). Since N is exceptional, HomC(N, τN) = 0, and we have
HomC(N,B∐B
′) ≃ DExt1(B∐B′, τN) = 0, since B ∐B′∐ τN can be completed
to a cluster-tilting object. 
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose that neither M nor M∗ is isomorphic to τN . Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) We have that
dimHomC(N,M) + dimHomC(N,M
∗)
= max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′)).
(b) Either the sequence
(3) 0→ HomC(N,M
∗)
a
→ HomC(N,B)
b
→ HomC(N,M)→ 0
is exact, or the sequence
(4) 0→ HomC(N,M)
c
→ HomC(N,B
′)
d
→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ 0
is exact.
Proof. Consider the (not necessarily exact) sequence:
HomC(N,M
∗)
a
→ HomC(N,B)
b
→ HomC(N,M)
c
→ HomC(N,B
′)
d
→ HomC(N,M
∗).
By exactness at the second term we have that Ker b = Im a. Let r = dimHomC(N,M
∗),
s = dimHomC(N,B), t = dimHomC(N,M) and u = dimHomC(N,B
′). Then we
have that s = dimKer b + dim Im b = dim Im a + dim Im b ≤ r + t. Similarly, by
exactness at the fourth term, we have that u ≤ t+ r.
Then the sequence (3) is exact if and only if b is surjective and a is injective, if
and only if dim Im b = t and dim Im a = r. By the above argument that s ≤ r + t,
we see that this is true if and only if s = r + t. Similarly, the sequence (4) is
exact if and only if u = r + t. Hence (b) holds for N if and only if s = r + t or
u = r + t. Since in any case s ≤ r + t and u ≤ r + t, we see that (b) holds if and
only r + t = max(s, u) as required. 
Let X,Y be indecomposable objects of C. We can always represent such ob-
jects by indecomposable kQ-modules or objects of the form Pi[1] for some i. Call
these also X and Y , by abuse of notation. By [BMRRT, 1.5], HomC(X,Y ) =
HomD(X,Y ) ∐ HomD(X,FY ). We call an element of HomH(X,Y ) an H-map
from X to Y , and an element of HomD(X,FY ) an F -map from X to Y . We
note that the composition of two H-maps is an H-map and the composition of two
F -maps is zero. The composition of an H-map and an F -map is an F -map.
Proposition 2.4. If N is an indecomposable exceptional object with EndC(N) 6≃
k, then there is an indecomposable exceptional object N∗ such that (N,N∗) is an
exchange pair and N is not compatible with this exchange pair.
Proof. Let E be the Bongartz complement of N , as defined in [B]. Then N ∐E is
a tilting module such that HomH(N,E) = 0 (see [H]).
Now consider N ∐ E as a cluster-tilting object in C, and consider the exchange
triangles N → B′ → N∗ and N∗ → B → N , where B and B′ are in addE.
Then the map N → B′ is a sum of F -maps. Since by assumption EndC(N) 6≃ k,
we have a non-zero F -map N
ǫ
→ N . The composition N
ǫ
→ N → B′ is zero, as the
composition of F -maps is zero. So HomC(N, ) applied to N → B
′ → N∗ does not
give a short exact sequence.
It is clear that HomC(N, ) applied to N
∗ → B → N does not give a short exact
sequence, since the identity map N → N does not factor through B → N .
We claim that N is not compatible with (N,N∗). We have that Ext1C(N, τN) ≃
DHomC(N,N) 6≃ k, so (N, τN) is not an exchange pair by [BMRRT, 7.5]. It
follows that N∗ 6≃ τN . We also have that N 6≃ τN , since N is exceptional. So we
are done by combining the above with Proposition 2.3. 
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Figure 1. The proof of Proposition 2.6
We have the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 2.5. If N is an exchange compatible object of C, then EndC(N) ≃ k.
There is the following description of the indecomposable exceptional modules N
with EndC(N) 6≃ k. We know that such N must be regular. In the tame case the
indecomposable exceptional modules in a tube of rank t are those of quasilength
at most t − 1. In the wild case, for a component of the AR-quiver there is some
r with 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 2, where n is the number of simple modules, such that N is
exceptional if and only if N has quasilength at most r.
Let X be an indecomposable regular module. Then we denote by ∆X the wing
of X , as defined in [R1, 3.3].
The proof of the next result, which is based on the proof of [K1, 1.6], [K2, 9.5],
was pointed out to us by Kerner.
Proposition 2.6. Assume that H is hereditary of infinite type, and that N is an
indecomposable exceptional regular H-module. Then EndC(N) 6≃ k if and only if
N has maximal quasilength amongst the indecomposable exceptional modules in its
component.
Proof. Let N be indecomposable exceptional regular of quasilength t, and let N ′ be
indecomposable with an irreducible epimorphism N → N ′. Then EndC(N) 6≃ k if
and only if HomH(N, τ
2N) 6= 0, andN ′ is exceptional if and only if HomH(N
′, τN ′) ≃
Ext1H(N
′, N ′) = 0, if and only if N does not have maximal quasilength amongst the
indecomposable exceptional modules in its component (note that all indecompos-
able modules in a τ -orbit of an AR-component of a hereditary algebra are always
either all exceptional or all not exceptional).
Consider the exact sequences 0 → A → N ′ → N → 0 and 0 → τ2N → τN ′ →
B → 0. Since N ′ → N is an epimorphism and τ2N → τN ′ is a monomorphism, it
follows that HomH(N, τ
2N) 6= 0 implies HomH(N
′, τN ′) 6= 0.
Assume conversely that there is a nonzero map f : N ′ → τN ′. Since the wing
∆τN ′ determined by τN
′ is standard [K2], we have that Hom(A, τN ′) = 0 (see
Figure 1). Hence the composition of the map A → N ′ with N → τN ′ is zero.
It follows that the map N ′ → τN ′ factors through N and therefore that there is
a non-zero map f ′ : N → τN ′. Similarly, considering the wing ∆N ′ , we see that
Hom(N,B) = 0. Hence the composition of f ′ with the map τN ′ → B is zero, and
f ′ factors through τ2N and therefore there is a non-zero map N → τ2N . Hence we
see that EndC(N) 6≃ k if and only if N is exceptional of maximal quasilength. 
Remark 2.7. The proof in the tame case can be made even shorter.
We note the following consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.6:
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Corollary 2.8. Assume that H is of infinite type. If N is indecomposable regular
and has maximal quasilength amongst the indecomposable exceptional modules in
its component, then N is not exchange compatible.
3. Expressions for cluster variables
In this section we show that for a given cluster-tilting object T in the cluster cat-
egory of kQ, all indecomposable direct summands Tj of T are exchange compatible
if and only if all cluster variables in A(Q) have T -denominators.
Let (x′, Q′) be a seed, with x = {x′1, . . . , x
′
n}, and assume that each x
′
i has
a T -denominator. Let T ′i = α(x
′
i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and set T
′ = ∐nj=1T
′
j. By
Theorem 1.2, we have that T ′ is a cluster-tilting object in C and that Q′ is the
quiver of EndC(T
′)op.
Mutating (x′, Q′) at x′k we obtain a new cluster variable (x
′
k)
∗. Let T
′
= ∐j 6=kT
′
j .
Let (T ′k)
∗ be the unique indecomposable object in C with (T ′k)
∗ 6≃ T ′k such that
T
′
∐ (T ′k)
∗ is a cluster-tilting object.
Proposition 3.1. With the above notation and assumptions, the cluster variable
(x′k)
∗ has a T -denominator if and only if each summand Ti of T is compatible with
the exchange pair (T ′k, (T
′
k)
∗).
Proof. We consider the exchange triangles corresponding to the almost complete
cluster-tilting object T
′
in C (see triangles (1) and (2)). For an indecomposable
direct summand A of T ′, we denote the corresponding cluster variable in x′ by xA.
Note that all summands of B and B′ are also summands of T
′
. We therefore have,
by assumption, that for any summand A of B or B′ (or A = T ′k), either A 6≃ τTi
for any i, and xA = fA/tA, or A ≃ τTi for some i and xA = fAyi, where in either
case fA is a polynomial satisfying the positivity condition. We also define M = T
′
k
and M∗ = (T ′k)
∗. We note that by [BMRT, 3.1], α((x′k)
∗) = M∗.
If A1, A2, . . . , At are summands of T
′, we write
xA1∐A2∐···∐At = xA1xA2 · · ·xAt
and
fA1∐A2∐···∐At = fA1fA2 · · · fAt .
We also write
yτTi1∐τTi2∐···∐τTit = yi1yi2 · · · yit
for any i1, i2, . . . , it ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
We have [BMR2] that
(5) xM (xM )
∗ = xB + xB′ ,
The argument now falls into different cases.
Case (I):
Suppose first that neither M nor M∗ is isomorphic to τTi for any i. Write B =
B0 ∐ B1, where no summand of B0 is of the form τTi for any i. Similarly, write
B′ = B′0 ∐ B
′
1, where no summand of B
′
0 is of the form τTi for any i. Then by
assumption xB =
fByB1
tB0
. Similarly xB′ =
fB′yB′
1
tB′
0
.
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Let m =
lcm(tB0 ,tB′
0
)
tB0
and m′ =
lcm(tB0 ,tB′
0
)
tB′
0
. We have:
(xM )
∗ =
fByB1
tB0
+
fB′yB′
1
tB′
0
fM
tM
=
fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
lcm(tB0 , tB′0)fM/tM
=
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
lcm(tB, tB′)/tM
,
noting that tB = tB0 since HomC(Ti, τTj) = 0 for all i, j, and similarly tB′ = tB′0 .
Assume now that each of the Ti is compatible with (M,M
∗), so that we have
tM tM∗ =
∏
y
dimHomC(Ti,M)+dimHomC(Ti,M
∗)
i
=
∏
y
max(dimHomC(N,B),dimHomC(N,B
′))
i = lcm(tB , tB′).
Hence
(6) (xM )
∗ =
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
tM∗
.
By definition of least common multiple, m and m′ are coprime. Since B and B′
have no common factors [BMR2, 6.1], yB1 and yB′1 are coprime. Suppose that m
and yB′
1
had a common factor yi. Then there would be a summand X of B
′
0 such
that HomC(Ti, X) 6= 0, and τTi was a summand of B
′. But then
Ext1C(X, τTi) ≃ DHomC(τTi, τX) ≃ DHomC(Ti, X) 6= 0,
contradicting the fact that B is the direct sum of summands of a cluster-tilting
object. Therefore m and yB′
1
are coprime, and similarly m′ and yB1 are coprime.
It follows that myB1 and m
′yB′
1
are coprime.
Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. It follows from our assumptions that fB(ei) > 0 and
fB′(ei) > 0. It is clear that (myB1)(ei) ≥ 0 and (m
′yB′
1
)(ei) ≥ 0. Since myB1 and
m′yB′
1
are coprime, these two numbers cannot be simultaneously zero, so (fBmyB1+
fB′m
′yB′
1
)(ei) > 0. It follows that fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
satisfies the positivity
condition. By assumption, fM also satisfies the positivity condition.
Since (xM )
∗ is a Laurent polynomial in y1, y2, . . . , yn by the Laurent phenom-
enon [FZ1, 3.1], (fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM is also a Laurent polynomial. Since it
is defined at ei for all i, it must be a polynomial. By the above, it satisfies the
positivity condition. It follows that (xM )
∗ has a T -denominator.
Now assume that at least one summand of T is not compatible with (M,M∗).
Then tM tM∗ = c lcm(tB , tB′) for some nontrivial Laurent monomial c. We then
obtain that
xM∗ =
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
lcm(tB, tB′)/tM
= c ·
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
tM∗
,
where, as before, (fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM satisfies the positivity condition. It
follows that the numerator c · (fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM is either not a polynomial
or does not satisfy the positivity condition and thus that xM∗ does not have a
T -denominator.
Case (II):
Next, suppose that M ≃ τTi for some i. Since Ext
1
C(Tr, Ts) = 0 for all r, s, we
cannot haveM∗ ≃ τTj for any j (as Ext
1
C(M,M
∗) 6= 0). Assume that the Tj are all
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compatible with the exchange pair (M,M∗). Then we have tM∗ = yi lcm(tB , tB′),
noting that tM = 1. Here we use, in particular, that
dimHomC(N,M) + dimHomC(N,M
∗)
= max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′)) + 1
holds for N = Ti, by Lemma 2.2. As in the above case, we have xM (xM )
∗ =
xB + xB′ . The same analysis, together with the fact that xM = fMyi for some
polynomial f in the yj satisfying the positivity condition, provides:
(xM )
∗ =
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
lcm(tB , tB′)yi
=
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
tM∗
.
As above, we see that the numerator is a polynomial which satisfies the positivity
condition, and it follows that (xM )
∗ has a T -denominator.
Now assume that at least one summand of T is not compatible with (M,M∗).
Summands Tk 6≃ Ti which are not compatible with (M,M
∗), will not satisfy
dimHomC(N,M)+dimHomC(N,M
∗) = max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′))
for N = Tk.
It follows that tM∗ = cyi lcm(tB , tB′) for some nontrivial Laurent monomial c.
Arguing as above we obtain that
xM∗ =
fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
tM∗/c
=
(
fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
tM∗
)
c.
Since fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
satisfies the positivity condition, it follows that the
numerator (fBmyB1 +fB′m
′yB′
1
)c is either not a polynomial or does not satisfy the
positivity condition and therefore that (xM )
∗ does not have a T -denominator.
Case (III):
Next, suppose that M∗ ≃ τTi for some i. Since Ext
1
C(Tr, Ts) = 0 for all r, s,
we cannot have M ≃ τTj for any j (as Ext
1
C(M,M
∗) 6= 0). Assume that the
Tj are all exchange compatible with (M,M
∗). We have, using Proposition 2.3,
that tM = yi lcm(tB, tB′), noting that tM∗ = 1. As in the above case, we have
xM (xM )
∗ = xB + xB′ . The same analysis provides:
(xM )
∗ =
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
lcm(tB, tB′)/tM
=
(
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
)
yi.
As above, we see that (fBmyB1 +fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM is a polynomial which satisfies the
positivity condition and it follows that (xM )
∗ has a T -denominator.
Now assume that at least one summand of T is not compatible with (M,M∗).
Then, as in Case (II), it follows that tM = cyi lcm(tB, tB′) for some nontrivial
Laurent monomial c. Arguing as above we obtain that
(xM )
∗ =
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
lcm(tB, tB′)/tM
=
(
(fBmyB1 + fB′m
′yB′
1
)/fM
)
cyi.
Since fBmyB1+fB′m
′yB′
1
satisfies the positivity condition, it follows that (fBmyB1+
fB′m
′yB′
1
)c is either not a polynomial or does not satisfy the positivity condition
and therefore that (xM )
∗ does not have a T -denominator. 
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Theorem 3.2. All indecomposable direct summands Tj of T are exchange compat-
ible if and only if all cluster variables in A(Q) have a T -denominator.
Proof. We note that α(yi) = τTi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and that the quiver Γ of the
seed (y,Γ) is the quiver of EndC(∐
n
j=1τTj)
op (see the start of Section 1). Suppose
first that all indecomposable direct summands Tj of T are exchange compatible.
Let x be a cluster variable of A(Q). It follows from Proposition 3.1 by induction
on the smallest number of exchanges needed to get from y to a cluster containing
x that x has a T -denominator.
Suppose that there is an indecomposable direct summand of T which is not
exchange compatible. Consider the cluster z of A(Q) which is a minimal distance
in the exchange graph from y such that some summand of T is not compatible with
an exchange pair (α(x), α(x∗)) of modules coming from an exchange pair (x, x∗) of
cluster variables with x ∈ z. Arguing as above, we see that the cluster variables
in z all have a T -denominator. By Proposition 3.1 we see that x∗ does not have a
T -denominator. 
The fact that α is a bijection gives us more information, since it follows that
α(x) = τTi if and only if x = yi. For the rest of this article, we freely use this fact.
We therefore have:
Corollary 3.3. All indecomposable direct summands Tj of T are exchange com-
patible if and only if for every cluster variable x of A(Q) we have:
(a) The object α(x) is not isomorphic to τTi for any i, and x = f/tα(x) for some
polynomial f in the yi satisfying the positivity condition, or
(b) We have that α(x) ≃ τTi for some i and x = yi.
Remark 3.4. Recall that the exponent of yi in tM is di = dimHomC(Ti,M).
It follows from [BMR1, Theorem A] that di is the multiplicity of the simple top
of the projective Λ = EndC(T )
op-module HomC(T, Ti) as a composition factor in
HomC(T,M): we have that
HomC(Ti,M) ≃ HomC / add(τT )(Ti,M)
≃ HomΛ(HomC(T, Ti),HomC(T,M)),
using the fact that HomC(Ti, τT ) = 0 (as T is a cluster-tilting object in C). Thus
(d1, d2, . . . , dn) is the dimension vector of the Λ-module HomC(T,M).
4. The preprojective case
In this section we adopt the notation from the previous section, but assume in
addition that N is a preprojective module, a preinjective module, or the shift of a
projective module. Our aim is to show that such modules are exchange compatible.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that neither M nor M∗ is isomorphic to τN . Then at
least one of the following holds (where the maps are induced from triangle (1) or
triangle (2) respectively):
(a) The sequence
0→ HomC(N,M
∗)
a
→ HomC(N,B)
b
→ HomC(N,M)→ 0
is exact, or
(b) The sequence
0→ HomC(N,M)
c
→ HomC(N,B
′)
d
→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ 0
is exact.
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Proof. Assume first that N is projective.
Case (I):
Suppose that M and M∗ are both modules. By [BMRRT], we know that either
triangle (1) or triangle (2) arises from a short exact sequence of modules. Suppose
first that triangle (1) arises from a short exact sequence
0→M∗ → B →M → 0
of modules. Applying the exact functor HomH(N,−) to this, we obtain the exact
sequence:
0→ HomH(N,M
∗)→ HomH(N,B)→ HomH(N,M)→ 0,
noting that Ext1H(N,M
∗) = 0 asN is projective. Since HomC(N,X) ≃ HomH(N,X)
for all modules X (cf. [BMRRT, 1.7(d)]), we obtain (a) above. Similarly, if trian-
gle (2) arises from a short exact sequence of modules, we obtain (b) above.
Case (II):
Suppose that M = P [1] is the shift of a projective indecomposable module P .
Since Ext1C(P [1], P
′[1]) = 0 for any projective module P ′, we must have that M∗ is
a module. Let I be the indecomposable injective module corresponding to P . Since
H is the path algebra of an acyclic quiver, either HomC(N,P ) = HomH(N,P ) = 0
or HomC(N, I) = HomH(N, I) = 0. If HomC(N,P ) = 0, then, applying HomC(N, )
to triangle (1), we obtain the exact sequence
0→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ HomC(N,B)→ 0,
noting that HomC(N,M) = HomC(N,P [1]) = 0 as N is projective. We see that (a)
follows.
If HomC(N, I) = 0, we note that M [1] = P [2] ≃ τP [1] ≃ I, so applying
HomC(N, ) to triangle (2), we obtain the exact sequence
0→ HomC(N,B
′)→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ 0,
noting that HomC(N,M) = HomC(N,P [1]) = 0, and (b) follows.
The argument in case M∗ is not a module is similar.
Now assume that N is a preprojective or preinjective module, or N is a shift
of a projective. Then τnN is projective for some n ∈ Z. Since M 6≃ τN , then
τnM 6≃ τ(τnN), and similarly for M∗. By the above, either (a) or (b) holds for
τn(N), so one of
0→ HomC(τ
nN, τnM∗)→ HomC(τ
nN, τnB)→ HomC(τ
nN, τnM)→ 0,
or
0→ HomC(τ
nN, τnM)→ HomC(τ
nN, τnB′)→ HomC(τ
nN, τnM∗)→ 0
is exact. Hence one of
0→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ HomC(N,B)→ HomC(N,M)→ 0,
or
0→ HomC(N,M)→ HomC(N,B
′)→ HomC(N,M
∗)→ 0
is exact (since τ is an autoequivalence of C) and we are done. 
Corollary 4.2. Each indecomposable preprojective module, preinjective module, or
shift of an indecomposable projective module is exchange compatible.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5: We observe that Theorem 1.5(a) follows from Corol-
lary 4.2 and Theorem 1.5(b) follows from Corollary 2.5. ✷
Proof of Corollary 1.7: If Q is Dynkin, then kQ has no regular modules, and if
Q has only two vertices, there are no exceptional regular modules. It follows from
Theorem 1.5(a) that in these cases, every cluster variable has a T -denominator for
every cluster-tilting object T . Conversely, suppose that every cluster variable has
a T -denominator for every cluster-tilting object T . We note that any exceptional
indecomposable kQ-module can be completed to a tilting module and therefore to
a cluster-tilting object by [BMRRT, 3.3]. If Q was not Dynkin and had more than
two vertices, kQ would have an indecomposable regular exceptional module N of
maximal quasilength amongst the indecomposable exceptional modules in its AR-
quiver component (see [Ri2] for the wild case). By Proposition 2.6, we would have
EndC(N) 6≃ k, a contradiction to Theorem 1.5(b). ✷
5. Criteria for exactness
In this section we shall interpret exchange compatibility further. The results here
hold for any finite dimensional path algebra. They will be used in the tame case in
the next section. To ease notation we let HomD( , ) = ( , ) and Ext
1
D( , ) =
1( , )
(note that these coincide with the corresponding Hom and Ext1-spaces over H if
both objects are H-modules). We also let HomCH ( , ) = ( , )C and Ext
1
CH
( , ) =
1( , )C .
Lemma 5.1. Let 0 → M∗
f
→ B
g
→ M → 0 be an exact exchange sequence of
H-modules, and let N be an exceptional indecomposable object in C.
(a) (N, )C gives a right exact sequence if and only if any H-map h : N → M
factors through g.
(b) (N, )C gives a left exact sequence if and only if any H-map s : τN → M
factors through g.
Proof. Applying (N, )C gives the long exact sequence
0 // (N,M∗) // (N,B) // (N,M) //
∐ ∐ ∐
0 // (τN,M∗) // (τN,B) // (τN,M) // 1(τN,M∗) // 1(τN,B) // 1(τN,M) // 0
The claim follows directly from this. 
Remark 5.2. Given a finite number of indecomposable objects in a cluster cate-
gory, where each of them is preprojective, preinjective or the the shift of a projective,
then by changing the hereditary algebra H , if necessary (i.e. via a tilt), we can as-
sume that in fact all objects are preprojective (or preinjective). We make use of
this in the sequel.
Lemma 5.3. Let M → B′ → M∗ → be an exchange triangle, where M is regular
and M∗ is preprojective. Let N be an indecomposable regular exceptional module.
(a) (N, )C gives a left exact sequence if and only if for any nonzero F -map
N →M the composition N →M → B′ is nonzero.
(b) (N, )C gives a right exact sequence if and only if for any nonzero F -map
τ−1N →M the composition τ−1N →M → B′ is nonzero.
Proof. (a) One direction is obvious. Assume that for any nonzero F -map N →M
the composition N → M → B′ is nonzero, then we need to see that the map
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(N,M)C → (N,B
′)C is injective. Any non-zero map N → M in C must have the
form (h, h′), where h is an H-map and h′ is an F -map, by [BMRRT, 1.5]. Suppose,
for a contradiction, that its composition with the map from M to B′ is zero. Then
there is a map s : N → τ−1M∗ such that (h, h′) = ts, where t : τ−1M∗ → M .
Since τ−1M∗ is preprojective and M is regular, we have that (τ−1M∗, FM) =
(τ−1M∗, τ−1M [1]) ≃ (M∗,M [1]) ≃ 1(M∗,M) ≃ D(M, τM∗) = 0 since τM∗ is
preprojective. It follows that t is an H-map. Similarly, (N, τ−1M∗) = 0 since N
is regular and τ−1M∗ is preprojective, so s is an F -map. Comparing H-maps and
F -maps, we see that h = 0 and h′ = ts. Hence the F -map h′ is non-zero while its
composition with the map from M to B′ is zero, contradicting the assumption in
(a).
N
(h,h′)

s
v
v
v
v
v
τ−1M∗
t // M // B′ // M∗
(b) There is a long exact sequence
(N,M)C → (N,B
′)C → (N,M
∗)C → (N, τM)C → (N, τB
′)C → (N, τM
∗)C .
Hence (N,B′)C → (N,M
∗)C is an epimorphism if and only if (N, τM)C → (N, τB
′)C
is a monomorphism. This clearly holds if and only if (τ−1N,M)C → (τ
−1N,B′)C
is a monomorphism. By (a), this holds if and only if for any non-zero F -map
τ−1N →M , the composition τ−1N →M → B′ is nonzero. 
We have the following direct consequence of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3.
Proposition 5.4. Let (M,M∗) be an exchange pair withM regular andM∗ prepro-
jective. Let 0 → M∗ → B → M → 0 and M → B′ → M∗ → be the corresponding
exchange sequence and triangle, where B = B1∐M1 and B
′ = B′1∐M
′
1 with B1, B
′
1
preprojective and M1,M
′
1 regular. Let N be an indecomposable regular exceptional
module.
(a) Applying (N, )C to 0 → M
∗ → B1 ∐M1 → M → 0 gives a short exact
sequence if and only if any H-map N∐τN →M factors through M1 →M .
(b) Applying (N, )C to M → B
′
1 ∐M
′
1 → M
∗ → gives a short exact sequence
if and only if for any nonzero F -map N ∐ τ−1N → M the composition
N ∐ τ−1N →M →M ′1 is nonzero.
Proof. (a) If N ∐ τN → M is an H-map, it cannot factor through B1 → M . We
apply Lemma 5.1.
(b) Since B′1 is preprojective, the mapM → B
′
1 is an F -map. Hence if N∐τ
−1N →
M is an F -map, then the composition N ∐ τ−1N → M → B′1, must be zero. We
apply Lemma 5.3. 
6. The tame case
In this section, we investigate the case in which H is tame in more detail. In par-
ticular, we determine which exceptional regular modules are exchange compatible
in this case.
Lemma 6.1. Let H be a tame hereditary algebra and let (M,M∗) be an exchange
pair with M regular and M∗ preprojective. Let 0 → M∗ → B → M → 0 and
M → B′ → M∗ → be the corresponding exchange sequence and triangle, where
B = B1 ∐M1 and B
′ = B′1 ∐M
′
1 with B1, B
′
1 preprojective and M1,M
′
1 regular.
Then the maps M1 →M and M →M
′
1 are H-maps.
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Figure 2. The AR-quiver of the subcategory of subfactors of M
Proof. The first claim holds obviously, since the exchange sequence is in modH .
For the second claim, by Remark 5.2, by replacing H with H ′ via a tilt, we can
assume that M∗ is preinjective, and similarly that B′1 is preinjective. Then the
triangle M → B′ → M∗ → is the image of an exact sequence of H ′-modules
0 → H′M → H′B
′ → H′M
∗ → 0. Then M → M ′1 is an H
′-map and consequently
also an H-map. 
Remark 6.2. Let E denote a category which is either the module category of the
path algebra Λ = Λn of a quiver of type An with linear orientation, or the abelian
category associated with a tube, i.e. a connected component of regular modules over
some tame hereditary algebra Λ. For an indecomposable exceptional objectM in E ,
we let ∆M denote the additive subcategory generated by the subfactors ofM inside
E , or equivalently the extension closure of SubM ∪ FacM . The indecomposable
objects in ∆M form a full subquiver of the AR-quiver of Λ, which is a triangle with
M sitting on the top (see Figure 2).
Lemma 6.3. Consider the quiver of type At with linear orientation and let Λ be
its path algebra. Let B be the indecomposable projective and injective Λ-module.
Assume B1 → B2 → · · · → Bs → B → C1 → · · · → Ct−s is a sequence of
irreducible maps, where t > s > 0. If T is a tilting module over Λ, it must contain
one of the Bi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ s) or Cj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ t− s) as an indecomposable direct
summand.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that T is a tilting module having none of the Bi, Cj
as indecomposable direct summands. The object B is necessarily a summand of T ,
since it is projective-injective. Since Bs only has extensions with the the proper
factors of B, at least one such factor must be a summand of T . Let Ej ∈ FacB ∩
add(T/B), with length j maximal. Then, by assumption j ≤ t− (t− s)− 1 = s− 1.
Let Pi be the indecomposable projective of length i, and let k = t− j− 1. Then
T/B is in ∆Ej ∪∆Pk , since, for k < l < t, Pl and all factors of Pl which are not in
∆Ej have non-trivial extensions with Ej . Note that T/B has t− 1 nonisomorphic
indecomposable summands. The subcategory ∆Ej has clearly at most j summands
in T , so at least t − 1 − j = k summands T1, . . . , Tt−(j+1)of T are in ∆Pk . Note
that ∆Pk is clearly equivalent to modΛk, so T
′ = T1 ∐ · · · ∐ Tt−(j+1) forms a
tilting module in this subcategory, and hence Pk is a summand in T
′. But this is a
contradiction, since Pk is equal to some Bi. We illustrate the situation in Figure 3.

Remark 6.4. Let M be an indecomposable regular module in a tube T of rank
n for a tame hereditary algebra H . Assume q. l.M = t ≤ n − 1 = rankT (where
q. l. denotes quasilength). Let Λt be the path algebra of a quiver of type At with
linear orientation. Then there is a functor Ft : modΛt → ∆M ⊆ T , which is
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Figure 3. Proof of Lemma 6.3.
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Figure 4. Proof of Lemma 6.5. The dotted line indicates the
τ -orbit of quasi-simple objects in the tube.
clearly fully faithful (from the structure of the tube), exact and dense and preserves
indecomposability.
The following is due to Strauss [S, Cor. 3.7].
Lemma 6.5. Let M be an indecomposable exceptional H-module for H tame hered-
itary, lying in a tube T of rank n. Let q. l.(M) = t (note that necessarily t ≤ n−1).
Let T = T ′ ∐ M be a tilting H-module. Then addT ∩ ∆M = add T˜0, where
T˜0 = Ft(T0), for a tilting module T0 in modΛt.
Lemma 6.6. Let T be a tube of rank n ≥ 3. Let N,M be indecomposable objects
in T with q. l.(N) = j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, and q. l.(M) = t, where 1 ≤ t ≤ n− 1.
Suppose that
X1 → X2 → · · · → Xt = M
is a sequence of irreducible maps with Xt = M and q. l.(Xi) = i and that
M = Yt → Yt−1 → · · · → Y1
is a sequence of irreducible maps with Yt = M and q. l.(Yi) = i.
(a) Let f ∈ HomT (N,M) and g ∈ HomT (M, τ
2N) be non-zero maps. Then the
number of modules Xi, 1 ≤ i < t, that f factors through plus the number of modules
Yi, 1 ≤ i < t, that g factors through is at least t.
(b) Statement (a) holds if we assume instead that f ∈ HomT (τN,M) or g ∈
HomT (M, τN) or both.
Proof. (a) Suppose first that j ≥ t. Let
N = Uj → Uj−1 → · · · → U1
be a sequence of irreducible maps with N = Uj and q. l.(Ui) = i for all i. Then
Ut = τ
a(M) for some a, where 1 ≤ a ≤ n− 1, so Ut−a = Xt−a. From the structure
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Figure 5. Proof of Lemma 6.6 (the dotted line indicates the τ -
orbit of quasi-simple objects in the tube).
of the tube it follows that f factors through Xt−a, Xt−a+1, . . . , Xt−1, a total of a
modules.
Let
V1 → V2 → · · · → Vj = τ
2N
be a sequence of irreducible maps with Vj = τ
2N and q. l.(Vi) = i for all i. Then
Vt = τ
−b(M) for some b, where 1 ≤ b ≤ n− 1, so Vt−b = Yt−b. From the structure
of the tube it follows that g factors through Yt−b, Yt−b+1, . . . , Yt−1, a total of b
modules.
Since τn−2(τ2(N)) = N and q. l.(N) = j, we have that τn−2−(j−t)(Vt) = Ut, so
a+ b = n− 2− (j − t) = (n− 2− j) + t ≥ t since we have assumed j ≤ n− 2. See
Figure 5.
The argument in case j < t is similar, so we are done.
For (b) we just need to remark that a non-zero map τN → M factors through
more of the Xi than f does, and that a non-zero map M → τN factors through
more of the Yi than g does. Therefore (a) holds if N is replaced by τN , or τ
2N is
replaced by τN , or both. Statement (b) follows. 
Lemma 6.7. Let H be tame and N indecomposable exceptional in a tube of rank
n ≥ 2, so that q. l.(N) ≤ n−1. Then q. l.(N) = n−1 if and only if dimk EndC(N) >
1. In this case, there is a non-zero F -map from N to N and dimk EndC(N) = 2.
Proof. It is easy to see that HomH(N, τ
2N) 6= 0 (and is one-dimensional) if and
only if q. l.(N) = n − 1, using τ2N = τ−(n−2)N . Furthermore, HomC(N,N) =
Hom(N,N) ∐ Hom(N,FN). We have that Hom(N,FN) ≃ Ext1(N, τ−1N), and
Ext1(N, τ−1N) ≃ DHom(N, τ2N). 
Lemma 6.8. Let H be tame and N indecomposable exceptional in a tube of rank
n ≥ 2, with q. l.(N) = j ≤ n− 2. Let (M,M∗) be an exchange pair, where M and
M∗ are complements of some almost complete cluster-tilting object T
′
. We assume
that M is regular. Then we have an exchange sequence 0 → M∗ → B → M → 0
and exchange triangle M → B′ →M∗ →. Write B = B1∐M1 and B
′ = B′1∐M
′
1,
where M1,M
′
1 are regular and B1, B
′
1 are preprojective. Then either:
(i) any H-map N ∐ τN →M factors through B →M , or
(ii) for any nonzero F -map N ∐ τ−1N → M , the composition N ∐ τ−1N →
M →M ′1 is nonzero.
Proof. We can clearly assume that there is some nonzero H-map N∐τN →M and
some nonzero F -map N ∐ τ−1N → M , and hence there is some nonzero H-map
M → τ2N ∐ τN . In particular, N and M are in the same tube. By Lemma 6.5,
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T
′
is the direct sum of the image under Ft of a tilting module T0 in modΛt and
another summand (using the notation of Remark 6.4). Let T˜0 = Ft(T0).
Case (I):
We first assume that there is a non-zero H-map from N to M and a non-zero H-
map from M to τ2N . By Lemma 6.3, combined with Lemma 6.6(a), we see that
either some non-zero H-map from N to M factors through some indecomposable
direct summand of T
′
or that some non-zero H-map M → τ2N factors through
some indecomposable direct summand of T
′
.
In the first case, we note that, since HomH(N,M) ≃ k, any non-zero H-map
from N to M factors through T
′
. Since any non-zero H-map from τN to M must
factor through an H-map from N to M , it follows that any non-zero H-map from
N ∐ τN to M must factor through T
′
, and therefore through B →M , and we see
that (i) holds.
In the second case, arguing similarly, we see that any non-zero H-map from M
to τ2N ∐ τN factors through the H-map component of M → B′ (noting that an
H-map between two modules cannot factor through an F -map). It follows that
the map from Hom(B′, τ2N ∐ τN) to Hom(M, τ2N ∐ τN) given by composition
with the H-map component ofM → B′ is surjective, so that the induced map from
DHom(M, τ2N ∐ τN)) to DHom(B′, τ2N ∐ τN)) is injective. Hence the induced
map from DHom(τ−1M, τN ∐ N)) to DHom(τ−1B′, τN ∐ N)) is injective. So
the map from Ext1(N ∐ τ−1N, τ−1M) to Ext1(N ∐ τ−1N, τ−1B′) is injective, and
therefore the map from Hom(N ∐ τ−1N, τ−1M [1]) to Hom(N ∐ τ−1N, τ−1B′[1]) is
injective. Hence the map from Hom(N ∐ τ−1N,FM) to Hom(N ∐ τ−1N,FB′) is
injective, and we see that the composition of any non-zero F -map from N ∐ τ−1N
to M with the H-map component of the map M → B′ is non-zero. Note that
composition of any such F -map with the F -map component is always zero. It
follows that the composition of any non-zero F -map from N ∐ τ−1N to M with
the map M → B′ is non-zero. We see that (ii) holds and we are done.
Case (II):
We now assume that HomH(N,M) = 0, that there is a non-zero H-map from τN
to M and a non-zero H-map from M to τ2N . By Lemma 6.3, combined with
Lemma 6.6(b), we see that either some non-zero H-map from τN to M factors
through some summand of T
′
or that some non-zero H-map M → τ2N factors
through some summand of T
′
.
In the first case, we note that, since Hom(τN,M) ≃ k, any non-zeroH-map from
τN to M factors through T
′
. Since HomH(N,M) = 0, we see that any non-zero
H-map from N ∐τN to M must factor through T
′
, and therefore through B →M ,
and we see that (i) holds.
The argument in the second case is as in Case (I).
Case (III):
We now assume that there is a non-zeroH-map fromN toM , that HomH(M, τ
2N) =
0 and that there is a non-zero H-map from M to τN . By Lemma 6.3, combined
with Lemma 6.6(b), we see that either some non-zero H-map from N to M fac-
tors through some summand of T
′
or that some non-zero H-map M → τN factors
through some summand of T
′
.
The argument in the first case is as in Case (I).
In the second case, since HomH(M, τ
2N) = 0, we see that any non-zero H-map
from M to τ2N ∐ τN factors through the H-map component of M → B′ (noting
that an H-map between two modules cannot factor through an F -map). As in Case
(I), we see that (ii) holds.
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Case (IV):
Finally, we assume that HomH(N,M) = 0, HomH(M, τ
2N) = 0, that there is a
non-zeroH-map from τN toM and that there is a non-zeroH-map fromM to τN .
By Lemma 6.3, combined with Lemma 6.6(b), we see that either some non-zero H-
map from τN to M factors through some summand of T
′
or that some non-zero
H-map M → τN factors through some summand of T
′
.
In the first case we argue as in Case (II), and in the second case we argue as in
Case (III), and we are done. 
Theorem 6.9. Let H be tame and N indecomposable exceptional in a tube of rank
n ≥ 2, with q. l.(N) = j ≤ n− 2. Then N is exchange compatible.
Proof. Let (M,M∗) be an exchange pair, with M and M∗ complements of some
almost complete cluster-tilting object T
′
.
Case (I):
We assume first thatM is regular andM∗ preprojective. Then we have an exchange
sequence 0→M∗ → B →M → 0 and exchange triangleM → B′ →M∗ →. Write
B = B1 ∐ M1 and B
′ = B′1 ∐ M
′
1, where M1,M
′
1 are regular and B1, B
′
1 are
preprojective. By Lemma 6.8, either
(i) any H-map N ∐ τN →M factors through B →M , or
(ii) for any nonzero F -map N ∐ τ−1N → M , the composition N ∐ τ−1N →
M →M ′1 is nonzero.
If (i) holds, we see by Lemma 5.1 that the sequence (3) is exact. If (ii) holds, we
see by Lemma 5.3 that the sequence (4) is exact.
Case (II):
Next, we assume that M and M∗ are both preprojective. We can still assume that
we have an exchange sequence 0 → M∗ → B → M → 0 of H-modules, so that B
is also preprojective. Applying (N, )C , arguing as in Lemma 5.1 and using that
HomH(N,X) = 0 for any preprojective X we see that the long exact sequence
(N, τ−1M)C → (N,M
∗)C → (N,B)C → (N,M)C → (N, τM
∗)C →
reduces to
0→ Ext1H(N, τ
−1M∗)→ Ext1H(N, τ
−1B)→ Ext1H(N, τ
−1M)→ 0.
Case (III):
Finally, we consider the case where both M and M∗ are regular modules. By
Lemma 5.1 (and arguing as in Lemma 5.3) we see that it is enough to show that
either
(a) Any H-map N ∐ τN →M factors through g in the sequence
(7) 0→M∗
f
→ B
g
→M → 0,
or
(b) For any non-zero map N ∐ τ−1N → M , the composition with h is non-zero,
where h is the map in the triangle:
τ−1M∗ →M
h
→ B′
k
→M∗.
Note that statement (a) is the same as statement 6.8(i). In order to do this, it
is clear that we can assume that there is a non-zero H-map from N ∐ τN to M
and that there is a non-zero map (in C) from N ∐ τ−1N to M . From the former,
it follows that N and M must lie in the same tube.
We first of all show the following claim:
Claim: If there is a non-zero H-map from N∐τ−1N to M whose composition with
h is zero then any non-zero H-map from N ∐ τN to M factors through g : B →M.
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Proof of claim: If γ : N →M is a non-zero H-map and the composition h ◦ γ
is zero, then γ lifts to τ−1M∗. It follows that τ−1M∗ lies in the rectangle spanned
by N and M in the tube (see Figure 6). Hence M∗ lies in the rectangle spanned
by τM and τN in the tube (the dotted rectangle in Figure 6). The middle term
in the short exact sequence (7) is the direct sum of two indecomposable modules,
B1 and B2, which are at the other two corners of the rectangle spanned by M and
M∗. We see from the structure of the tube that γ factors through at least one of
B1 and B2 (using the fact that M
∗ 6≃ τN). It follows that γ factors through the
map B
g
→ M . Since HomH(N,M) ≃ k, we see that every H-map from N to M
factors through B
g
→M .
Since a non-zero H-map from τN to M factors through any H-map from N to
M (note that such maps, if they exist, are unique up to a scalar multiple), it follows
that any non-zero H-map from τN to M factors through B
g
→ M also. Thus any
non-zero H-map from N ∐ τN to M factors through B
g
→M .
If γ : τ−1N →M is a non-zero H-map and its composition with h is zero, then,
as above, γ must factor through B
g
→ M . Then any non-zero H-map from N to
M must factor through γ and therefore, by the above, through B
g
→ M . Again
arguing as above, we see that any non-zero H-map from τN to M factors through
B
g
→M and therefore that any non-zero H-map from N∐τN toM factors through
B
g
→M . The claim now follows.
Since M is regular, Lemma 6.8 applies, and we see that either 6.8(i) or (ii)
holds. If (i) holds, we are done, as (a) above is the same as 6.8(i). If 6.8(ii)
holds, it follows that for any non-zero F -map N ∐ τ−1N → M , the composition
N ∐ τ−1N →M → B′ is nonzero.
By the claim above, we know that if there is a non-zero H-map N ∐ τ−1N →M
whose composition with h is zero then (a) holds, and we are done. So we are left
with the case in which for any non-zero H-map or F -map from N ∐ τ−1N to M
the composition with h is non-zero.
We claim that this means that for any non-zero map from N ∐ τ−1N to M ,
the composition N ∐ τ−1N → M → B′ is non-zero. We write maps in C between
indecomposable objects as pairs (f, f ′) where f is an H-map and f ′ is an F -map.
Let (h, h′) : N → M be a non-zero map such that the composition with M → B′
is zero. Then there are maps (t, t′) : N → τ−1M∗ and (s, s′) : τ−1M∗ → M such
that (h, h′) = (s, s′) ◦ (t, t′). Then h = st, so that h : N → M composed with
M → B′ is zero; hence h = 0 (as h is a H-map). Then h′ composed with M → B′
is zero, so h′ = 0 (as h′ is an F -map). It follows that (h, h′) = 0, a contradiction.
See Figure 7.
We see that the map from (N ∐ τ−1N,M)C to (N ∐ τ
−1N,B′)C is injective, and
thus that (b) above holds.
We can now conclude that if M 6≃ τN 6≃M∗, then
dimHomC(N,M) + dimHomC(N,M
∗)
= max(dimHomC(N,B), dimHomC(N,B
′)).
Thus N is exchange compatible, and we are done. 
Corollary 6.10. Let H be a tame hereditary algebra, and let N be an indecom-
posable exceptional object in C. Then N is exchange compatible if and only if
EndC(N) ≃ k.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.9 and Corollary 2.8 together with
Proposition 2.6. 
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Figure 6. Proof of claim in Theorem 6.9
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Figure 7. End of proof of Theorem 6.9
Proof of Theorem 1.6: By Theorem 3.2, Theorem 1.6(a) is equivalent to the
statement:
(a’) All indecomposable direct summands Ti of T are exchange compatible.
By Lemma 6.7, 1.6(c) implies 1.6(b); by Theorem 6.9, 1.6(b) implies (a’), and by
Corollary 2.5, (a’) implies 1.6(c). The proof is complete. ✷.
7. Examples
In this final section we give two examples to illustrate our main result.
Example 7.1. We consider a Dynkin quiver Q of type A3, and choose a cluster
{y1, y2, y3} with corresponding cyclic quiver Γ: 1 // 2






3
ZZ4444
.
If we choose a cluster-tilting object T where the quiver of EndC(T )
op is Q′ and
compute all cluster variables with respect to the initial cluster {y1, y2, y3}, we get
the picture shown in Figure 8, where in the AR-quiver we have represented the
indecomposable objects by their corresponding cluster variables.
It is easily verified here that the denominators are all of the prescribed form, as
promised by Theorem 1.5.
Example 7.2. In the next example we consider the quiver Q shown in Figure 9(a).
This is mutation equivalent to the quiver Γ shown in Figure 9(b). Then the AR-
quiver of kQ has a tube of rank two with quasisimple modules given by the simple
module S2 and M = τS2, a module with composition factors S1 and S3. We
choose a cluster-tilting object T such that the quiver of the cluster-tilted algebra
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Figure 8. Cluster variables in Example 7.1
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Figure 9. The quivers Q and Γ in Example 7.2.
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y3 //
HH
y1 //
HH
y2
1
+y2
y3
//
HH
·
Figure 10. Some cluster variables in type A˜2
EndC(T )
op is Γ, for example T = T1 ∐ T2 ∐ T3 = P1 ∐ M ∐ P3. Then τT =
τP1 ∐ S2 ∐ τP3.
Let yi be the cluster variable corresponding to τTi for i = 1, 2, 3. Then there is
a seed ({y1, y2, y3},Γ) of A(Q). The cluster variables corresponding to some of the
objects in the preprojective/preinjective component of the AR-quiver of CkQ are
shown in Figure 10.
The cluster variables corresponding to the two quasisimple modules in the tube
of rank two are y2, corresponding to τM = S2, and
(y1+y3)
2+y2
y1y2y3
corresponding
to M . However HomC(T2,M) = EndC(M) is easily seen to be two dimensional,
while y2 appears with multiplicity one in the denominator of the cluster variable
corresponding to M .
We remark that, using the above counter-example, C.-J. Fu and B. Keller have
discovered a counter-example (see [FK]) to Conjecture 7.17 of [FZ3]. See also [C].
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